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ABSTRACT 

 
Model base collaborative filtering has been best method in recommender system. One of the best 

algorithms in it is matrix and tensor decomposition which have better result for rating prediction. In 

this paper we propose a new tensor decomposition method based on HoSVD algorithm that use time 
as independent dimension. Using time in recommender systems shows sequence of user interests 

better. Our method utilizes rating prediction based on previous ratings. Another innovation of it is 

time discretion using fuzzy method. Because idea of users have low difference in near time, we 

fuzzify discretion of time. Results show that fuzzy discretion in deed of crisp has better results.  
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1.Introduction 

One of the important problem in business intelligence is 

recommender items to costumers. In matrix of user-item, 

that show rating of users on items, we have some challenges 

which are interestingness problems for researchers [24]. 

Collaborative filtering is divided to two method –memory 

base and model base-. One of the important challenge of 

recommender systems is sparsity [7]. Most of memory base 

algorithms have challenge because of sparsity and usually 

can’t solve recommender problem. Versus memory base 

algorithms, model base algorithms present solving methods. 

Among them, the algorithms which do sparsity challenge 

better, have better results.Sparsity of data is missing value 

and we must via recommender algorithms detect these 

missing values [9].In preprocessing of data, some 

algorithms transform missing values to values like 0, mean 

of all ratings, sum of mean of all ratings, mean of users 

ratings, mean of items ratings and …, or other values. Some 

algorithms have did on affective variables on recommender 

and have used them for change with missing value in 

preprocessing. When we can don’t have missing value, we 

can use any recommender algorithm without considering 

missing values. In these methods, we have new challenge 

and it is noise. Attention of algorithms is find best formula 

among mixture of variables that have less error and noise. 

After preprocessing, we will use algorithms for correction of 

missing values. We use time as independent dimension and 

discrete it based on fuzzy logic because absolute discrete 

may has negative affect. For example, rating on an item in 

last day of month and first day of next month usually hasn’t 

difference but if we discrete time in month durations, they 

are in different duration. 

Matrix factorization (MF) has become very popular in 

recommender systems both for implicit and explicit 

feedback. Matrix factorization algorithms are one of the 

model base algorithms that have less error versus other 

algorithms [9-13].Factorization models is based on two 

method [24]. First type of these models factorize matrix to 2 

matrix which are latent factors of main matrix dimensions. 

Then multiplying these factorization matrix will get main 

matrix.  

Second method for using matrix decomposition use 

optimization method. In these methods we set 

decomposition matrixes contents as variables and present an 

optimization method which do minimum difference between 

main matrix R and multiplying matrix [16,20].  

Rendle and etl. Present a method that get relationship 

among variables base time via marcov chain model 

[14].Another research of them that has used time has 

presented in [15]. They also use tensor decomposition 

method for tag recommender [6,12] and movie 

recommender [8,17].Koren has presented a method base on 

SVD algorithm for matrix decomposition [18]. After in [22] 

use time durable in optimization formula.All algorithms that 

use time affects, don’t use time as independent dimension 
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[1, 19]. In some algorithm using time only for considering 

rating in one duration [11]. In other work, they add mean of 

rating in special time duration for effect on other rating 

which score on it. These method don’t attend to previous or 

next rating [15, 22].  

 

2.Proposed algorithm 

Recommender system algorithms have many challenges. 

For suggest items to users or overhand, more of researchers 

focus on two dimension; user and item. They try to find 

items that users don’t see them but may like them based on 

users and items profile. One of the problems that these 

methods don’t scrutiny is time of rating on items via users. 

For example, for recommender films, in summer we may 

like cartoons because of our children and like comedy films 

in new-year holidays. Time duration can be important 

dimension for recommender.In this paper we use time as an 

independent dimension and solve a tensor with 3 

dimensions that are user-item-time. For use time as 

independent dimension we must discrete time. If we discrete 

time discriminately, some ratings in end of a discrete ranges 

of time durations may be near day ratings of next ranges of 

time durations and has noise on data. Because of this reason 

we suggest fuzzify continues dimensions like time.  

Main innovation of this paper is presentation of new method 

for recommender system based on fuzzy dimension and 

tensor decomposition. Our algorithm useHoSVD algorithm 

for decomposition. We present for the first time fuzzy 

dimension in decomposition. We solve some problemsin 

algorithm and recommender system like using fuzzy time 

dimension as independent dimension for recommender 

system are main innovation.After identifying fating 

membership for each membership function, we multiply rate 

and memberships. We are having a new tensor that have 3-

dimension user-item-time and time is be fuzzifying. This 

transformation data time form crisp discretions to fuzzy 

discretions has another advantage in additional to better 

discretion that tensor is less sparse. This sparseness of data 

is behalf. We solve fuzzy tensor via optimization. We 

transform our problem to optimization function that must be 

minimum. 

We have a tensor R that has three dimension user-item-time 

and rating of it because of fuzzification of time dimension 

divided in time memberships. For tensor R the HOSVD 

decomposition is written as below: 

( , , ). ( 2 )R U I T S
 

The expression at the right side is in fact the decomposition 

of tensor R to user, item and time variables that time 

dimension has been fuzzy. In this decomposition U, T and I 

are orthogonal matrices. Here also S is the tensor which 

plays the same role as the singular values. Below figure 

show decomposition of tensor which has 3 decomposed 

matrix user(U), Item(I) and time(T) from tensor. 

 
Figure 1: decomposed matrix from tensor 

 

The question in this article is how to solve a three-

dimension problem of user-item-time which time dimension 

be a fuzzy base discrete. In formulation of R as a tensor, we 

will have 3 matrix in result of tensor decomposition in 

which U is the user vectors matrix, I is the item vectors 

matrix and T is the time vectors matrix. The above formula 

is HOSVD algorithm which is used in its development. In 

fact S is a tensor which is called core. S is a tensor that have 

some slices. If we calculate norm of slices via any 

dimension of S, it’s slices norm will higher the first slices 

and slices ranked based on their’s norm. U and I and T are 

considered independent from oneanother. The key point 

here is that time is an independent fuzzy factor in this 

approach. 

The below formula can be used for tensor decomposition R: 

( , , ). ( 3 )R U I T S
 

In which U is the user vectors matrix, I is the item vectors 

matrix and T is the time vectors matrix. The above formula 

is HOSVD algorithm which is used in its development [37, 

38, 39]. In fact S is a tensor which is called core. U and I 

and T are considered independent from one another. The 

key point here is that time is an independent factor in this 

approach. 

If qi is equal to the row “I” of I matrix, and Pu is equal to the 

row “u” of the U matrix and γt is equal to the row “t” of the 

T matrix, then the recommender for “u” user in I item and 

“t” time by HOSVD decomposition will be as below: 

( ) ( 4 )uit um in tl uit

m n l

r u i t S
 

The above formula can be reformulated and simulated as 

below: 

( , , ). ( 5 )T T T

uit u i tr U I T S
 

In the result of HOSVD decomposition there may be several 

recommender for the places we do not have any dataset of 

them, because we don’t want the reformulated elements 

processed by this algorithms to be very big, same as two-

dimension model. There for we must control the magnitude 

of decomposition matrices columns in a way that these 

elements do not become huge. So in tensor model, we 

replace the HoSVD decomposition problem with 

minimization problem and the result will be appropriate. 

The formula follows: 
2 2 2 2

( , , )

[( ( , , ). ) (| | | | | | | | | | | | )] (6 )u i t

u i t k

Min R U I T S U I T


   
 

In the above formula we have 2 section. The first section is 

square error of real rating and discriminate rating. We add 

second section for prevention of mutation in optimization 
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steps. If we don’t have second section we may overfitting in 

optimization.  

We must have care that in the formula, we calculate only 

error of exists rating of user on item in any time. Fuzzy data 

has another advantage additional to previous advantage. We 

have less sparse in our dataset and challenge of our problem 

will less. 

3. Result 

We do this work on Movielense dataset that are rated about 

7 months. We discrete this dimension in duration of month 

and use triangular fuzzy set for it. We are 7 months 

therefore 9 fuzzy membership is created. 15
th
 day of each 

month is center of membership and center of previous and 

next months are first and end of memberships. With this 

discretion each rating divide to two section based on rating 

time. For example, if we have a rating in 25’th day of 3’th 

month, we will have 33% of rating in 3’th membership and 

66% in 4’th membership. We evaluate our method on 

datasets and compare fuzzy data and crisp data. We 

compare based on 2 methods RMSE. These formula is 

written as below: 

 

 
Figure 2: Comparison between fuzzy and crisp discretion of 

tensor decomposition 

Below figure show that convergence of fuzzy discretion of 

time dimension has more than crisp discretion. In all 

number of decomposition factors, fuzzy discretion of time 

dimension has less RMSE than crisp discretion and more 

converge.Also this figure show best number of singular 

value which is number of hidden features. For both 

discretion, we have number of 10 singular value for best 

result. After number of 10 hidden features number of 11 and 

then 9 hidden features are less RMSE than others. 

 

 
Figure 3.Compare of Crisp and Fuzzy Discretion Converge 

 

 

4. Conclusion  

Using time dimension in recommender system has positive 

effect for rating prediction. We have proof it in[3]. One 

problem for using time is discrete time dimension. 

Discretization of time if be crisp we may lose some 

knowledge. In this paper we present a new method that is 

based on tensor decomposition. In this method we use time 

as independent dimension. Before decompose tensor, time is 

discreet based on Mamdanifuzzifying. Results on datasets 

show that time fuzzyfing has better result in comparison 

with crisp discretization. Our tensor decomposition method 

is based on HoSVD algorithm and solve in way of 

optimization. In optimization we must minimize norm 2 of 

difference between discrimination ratings and real ratings. 

For future work, we can do preprocessing methods for 

subtraction sparsity of data. Our data if be more density, we 

will have better result for rating predictions. Another 

suggestion can be other discretization for time dimension 

like identifying membership of fuzzy sets. 
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